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Abstract Intelligence Augmentation Systems (IAS) allow

for more efficient and effective corporate processes by

means of an explicit collaboration between artificial intel-

ligence and human judgment. However, the higher degree

of system autonomy, along with the enrichment of human

capabilities, amplifies pre-existing issues of the distribution

of moral responsibility: If an IAS has caused harm, firms

who have operated the system might argue that they lack

control over its actions, whereas firms who have developed

the system might argue that they lack control over its actual

use. Both parties rejecting responsibility and attributing it

to the autonomous nature of the system leads to a variety of

technologically induced responsibility gaps. Given the

wide-ranging capabilities and applications of IAS, such

responsibility gaps warrant a theoretical grounding in an

ethical theory, also because the clear distribution of moral

responsibility is an essential first step to govern explicit

morality in a firm using structures such as accountability

mechanisms. As part of this paper, first the necessary

conditions for the distribution of responsibility for IAS are

detailed. Second, the paper develops an ethical theory of

Reason-Responsiveness for Intelligence Augmentation

Systems (RRIAS) that allows for the distribution of

responsibility at the organizational level between operators

and providers. RRIAS provides important guidance for

firms to understand who should be held responsible for

developing suitable corporate practices for the develop-

ment and usage of IAS.

Keywords Responsibility gaps � Intelligence
augmentation systems � Reason responsiveness �
Algorithmic responsibility

1 Introduction

More powerful algorithms provide better decision-making

support and enable more automation and abstraction of

human decisions through Intelligence Augmentation Sys-

tems (IAS). IAS are a specific form of autonomous system

(Krenzer et al. 2019) that complement human intelligence

to enable more efficient and more autonomous decision-

making (Zhou et al. 2021). More system autonomy is often

considered a trigger for process improvements (Galliers

et al. 2017). However, the allocation of responsibilities

between system providers and operators is difficult when it

comes to IAS (Rohner 2013), especially due to the innate

autonomy of IAS. More system autonomy does not nec-

essarily create new forms of responsibility challenges but

rather enhances pre-existing ones, as it is the system

autonomy that allows IAS operators and providers to shift

blame to the IAS. For instance, if recruiting software that

uses augmented intelligence creates biased recommenda-

tions for new hires, who should be blamed for the biased
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hiring practices resulting from this – the firm that operates

the recruiting software but whose employees have little

control over the IAS’s functioning? Or maybe the firm that

has provided the recruiting software, and whose employees

implemented the IAS’s underlying rules but who lacks

control over how the system is eventually used by the

operating firm?

IAS and their innate autonomy undermine the control

that providers and operators previously had over tech-

nologies (Beck et al. 2022), thus creating so-called tech-

nological responsibility gaps (Johnson 2015). These are

states that emerge after employees have made use of

technology and in which it is impossible to attribute

responsibility directly to the employees that have caused

the current state because they had insufficient control over

the technology. Such responsibility gaps are often

inevitable consequences, particularly in complex techno-

logical scenarios involving multiple human and non-human

actors (Matthias 2004). They might particularly emerge if

there is only a distant relation between provider and

operator (Lüthi et al. 2021), or if operators have little

influence on the IAS design. This is typically the case for

standard software, which provides a large basis of prede-

fined functionality that caters to mass-market requirements

and that needs to be configured by operating firms to

account for their individual requirements. In this case,

responsibility gaps are insidious because they are not eth-

ically alarming in every situation in which they emerge. If

no one is harmed, the distribution of responsibility might

seem less urgent. However, besides preparing the ground

for immoral actions, it also leaves firms in a critical state

because a clear distribution of responsibility is a precon-

dition for developing suitable means of corporate gover-

nance structures, including accountability mechanisms.

After all, firms need to know first who should be blamed

before effective measures for establishing explicit morality

can be taken.

Research realized early on that technological settings

could pose responsibility challenges (Khalil 1993) and

affect individual responsibility perceptions (Harrington

1996). This was followed by discussions of how respon-

sibility gaps can arise due to the use of technologies

(Matthias 2004), as well as perceptions of technology as

amoral can become reasons for the emergence of respon-

sibility gaps and how adequate design processes can pre-

vent these (Johnson 2015; Martin 2019a; Santoni de Sio

and Mecacci 2021). However, while providing important

groundwork, previous research still lacks a coherent ethical

theory that allows for a clear distribution of responsibility

for IAS when a responsibility gap occurs. Likewise, pre-

vious research does not account for the recent advance-

ments in autonomy around IAS and the essential shifts in

responsibility that higher degrees of autonomy entail. We

believe it is an unsustainable condition that both providers

and operators simply blame IAS-technology to escape their

responsibility, only because no reference frame for dis-

tributing the responsibility exists. We therefore develop an

ethical theory of Reason-Responsiveness for Intelligence

Augmentation Systems (RRIAS) to show how responsi-

bility for actions initiated by IAS can be distributed

amongst IAS providers and operators.

While the actions that lead to harm do not have to be

deliberate, RRIAS demonstrates that both providers and

operators can manoeuvre an IAS’s potential for harm

through their design and use of system features. Their

influence via design and usage options by means of system

features leads to a certain level of implemented reason-

responsiveness, i.e., in form of the resulting IAS’s ability to

account for moral reasons provided by employees during

design or use and to react appropriately to these reasons.

The non-utilization of one’s possibilities to impact reason-

responsiveness, in turn, leads to provider- and operator-

specific responsibility gaps, which constitute the basis for

their resulting moral responsibility. By constructing a

conceptual chain from individual IAS system design and

use decisions towards responsibility distribution, RRIAS

describes whether providers or operators have the main

responsibility as well as what the extent of the responsi-

bility is. Illustrated by four scenarios, we use RRIAS to

show what a sensible and less sensible IAS design and use

can look like, and what the consequences of these use and

design decisions by IAS providers and operators are.

RRIAS is a normative ethical theory. As such it does not

predict or explain behaviour but instead proposes what

actors should ideally do and how actors can be held

responsible for acting in certain manners. While previously

prevalent mostly in philosophical disciplines, normative

theories have recently gained more attention in IS research,

given the changing nature of interactions between

employees and machines, which is enabled by the rising

autonomy and power of underlying AI-based systems

(Stahl 2012). Stahl (2012) differentiates four levels of

normative research in IS (Fig. 1). Our theory is located at

the third level–it is an ethical theory that tells us what firms

should and should not do. Theories at this level justify

explicit morality, such as corporate guidelines, to establish

accountability for the use of IAS.

Our theory development follows the three-stage process

suggested by Rivard (2014). We first detail the need for

new theory based on the shortcomings of the current lit-

erature and develop the theoretical foundation upon which

we will build our theory. Second, we describe our theory in

detail, including its boundary conditions, how IAS provi-

ders and operators affect responsibility gap sizes, and how

these efforts lead into the RRIAS theory. Third, we discuss

how RRIAS contributes to theory and practice.
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2 Conceptual Background and Integration

As an ethical theory, RRIAS tells us what the ethically

right thing is to do for firms when designing and using IAS

to reduce their organizational responsibility facing poten-

tial harm. RRIAS distributes responsibility between two

firms: the provider, and the operator of an IAS. Through

designing and using the IAS and its system features, pro-

viders and operators influence the IAS’s ability to react to

moral reasons: its reason-responsiveness. By determining a

system’s reason-responsiveness, firms participate in influ-

encing how large the responsibility gaps are that arise from

its use; they are also morally responsible for the size of

these gaps because they control an IAS’s reason-

responsiveness.

The following sections provide the foundation for our

theory by detailing why IAS are specifically insidious and

warrant an ethical theory, what exactly constitutes a firm’s

moral responsibility and how reason-responsiveness is

controlled by IAS providers and operators. For this, we first

outline a theoretical frame around causal and moral

responsibility before we develop the concept of reason-

responsiveness, which is a key pillar of RRIAS.

2.1 Intelligence Augmentation Systems

Following Zhou et al. (2021), we define IAS as partly

autonomous systems that fulfil the specific function to

augment human decision-making processes and capabili-

ties. IAS have the function to ‘‘enhance[e] and

elevat[e] human’s ability, intelligence, and performance

with the help of information technology. IA [Intelligence

Augmentation] stresses human–machine collaboration or

human–machine symbiosis where machines perform what

they do best (e.g., computing, recording, and doing routine,

repetitive work) to aid humans in doing what humans do

best (e.g., abstract reasoning, creating, and making in-depth

discoveries about people and the world)’’ (Zhou et al. 2021,

p. 245). As such, IAS are technology agnostic; they are a

subset of autonomous systems and can thus have varying

levels of autonomy (Sheridan and Parasuraman 2005;

Janiesch et al. 2019). IAS and other types of autonomous

systems demand strategic choices of the businesses that

employ them and, more importantly, such strategic choices

are ‘‘highly consequential for a number of stakeholders’’

(Marabelli et al. 2021, p. 7). A growing part of the litera-

ture highlights ethical concerns that are directly applicable

to IAS, such as the ethical issues of human–machine

interaction (Stephanidis et al. 2019), specific algorithmic

issues, such as bias (Kordzadeh and Ghasemaghaei 2021;

Köchling et al. 2021), and organizational readiness for

artificial intelligence (Jöhnk et al. 2021). We focus on

situations in which human intelligence is augmented by an

information system deployed as standard software, irre-

spective of the specific underlying technology.

2.2 Causal and Moral Responsibility

Responsibility is a broad, multi-faceted concept. The term

originates from moral philosophy and is void of a

Fig. 1 The different levels of normativity (Stahl 2012, p. 638), (Copyright by B. C. Stahl)
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commonly accepted understanding (Pettit 2007; Johnson

2015; Fischer and Ravizza 1998). There is, however,

widespread agreement to distinguish between two types of

responsibility: causal responsibility and moral responsi-

bility (Collins 2019). Causal responsibility simply denotes

something’s or someone’s position within a causal chain of

events (Sartorio 2016). For example, if a recruitment IAS

used for hiring decisions makes a biased recommendation,

then the IAS is causally responsible for the biased rec-

ommendation because it directly causes the recommenda-

tion. Yet, nobody will hold the recruitment IAS morally

responsible because it lacks certain conditions for moral

responsibility (Wallach and Allen 2008). Causal responsi-

bility is considered a prerequisite for moral responsibility:

If no one (or nothing) makes a biased recommendation,

then no one needs to be held morally responsible for it. To

hold someone causally responsible is a weaker claim than

to hold someone morally responsible (Collins 2019).

However, if, for example, a firm exhibits biased hiring

practices, things change. Moral responsibility is an act of

judgment that is ascribed to someone. If someone, in this

case the firm, is blamed for actions, then it is because these

actions were not the morally right thing to do (Collins

2019; Mason 2019). There is a relation between an object

and a subject to which one ascribes moral responsibility

(Stahl 2006). The firm is morally responsible because it

should be blamed for its employees’ actions that were done

under the firm’s name. To be morally responsible is to say

that someone is more than just the culprit. Rather, this

someone is a culprit who meets the threshold of blame-

worthiness for their actions (Levy 2005; Mason 2015).

There are numerous accounts of what exactly constitutes

blameworthiness for moral responsibility. Our theory will

follow Pettit (2007) which considers three conditions that

collectives, such as firms, must fulfil to be considered

blameworthy and thus to be held morally responsible:

• Value relevance: The firm is acting autonomously,

facing ‘‘a value-relevant choice involving the possibil-

ity of doing something good or bad or right or wrong’’

(Pettit 2007, p. 175)

• Value judgment: The firm has the ability to make

judgements by comparing the values of the different

actions available to them.

• Value sensitivity: The firm has ‘‘the control necessary

for being able to choose between options on the basis of

judgments about their value.’’ (Pettit 2007, p. 175)

The first two conditions are general in nature and relate

to the acting firm. Specifically, the firm as a collective

comprised of its employees, must be autonomous, have a

choice between different possible possibilities, and have

the mental capacity to distinguish between these possibil-

ities. These two conditions manifest themselves in

autonomous, fully conscious employees, and can thus also

be presupposed in firms as a whole. The third condition

concerns the situation in which an action is taken and is

crucial to actions in the firm. For that, a firm collectively

needs to have sufficient control over its actions to be

responsible. The latter condition is therefore crucial for

deciding whether and how IAS providers and operators are

to blame. To be held morally responsible, a firm’s

employees need to have the necessary autonomy and

control over actions done in the name of the firm in relation

to an IAS (Kellogg et al. 2019). When it comes to using

and designing information systems, there are established

strategies that allow IAS providers and IAS operators to

collectively divert and reject responsibility ascriptions

(French 1984). For example, system providers argue that it

is the IAS operator’s responsibility to use the IAS correctly

after purchase, while system operators argue that they were

not given enough control over an IAS to avoid potential

harm (Sparrow 2007; Hellström 2013).

2.3 Reason-Responsiveness

Employee autonomy as well as system autonomy are

important factors for assigning responsibility and are par-

ticularly relevant for IAS (Newell and Marabelli 2015;

Faraj et al. 2018). The innate autonomy of IAS diminishes

the control firms and their employees have over the sys-

tem’s actions. To solve this potential control problem,

Santoni de Sio and Hoven (2018) argue that IAS and other

systems should track the relevant moral reasons of

employees using the system as this would enable human

control and oversight. Mecacci and Santoni de Sio (2020)

extend this view by arguing that an IAS does not need a

morality tracker to capture all reasons of employees;

instead, the IAS should be reason-responsive, i.e., it should

have the ability to account for proximal and distal moral

reasons provided by employees during design and use, and

to react appropriately to these reasons during use.

The reasons being provided to the IAS can be of varying

distances. Mecacci and Santoni de Sio (2020) differentiate

between distal and proximal reasons. Distal reasons are

moral reasons that operate at a larger, societal scale, such

as values, norms and plans, and are usually implemented

during the design phase (Mecacci and Santoni de Sio

2020). For instance, an IAS that supports recruitment

processes might incorporate the value ‘‘neutrality’’ and

might force employees of the operator to provide neutral,

non-biased data to continue. Such a reason is considered

distant because it is inscribed into the IAS by the system

provider without considering the specific corporate values

of the IAS operator. Even if the operator holds different or

differently weighted values as part of its corporate guide-

lines, its employees will still need to obey the enforcement
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mechanisms as designed by the provider when using the

system. In contrast, proximal reasons are closer to the

specific use cases and are usually provided directly during

use. Proximal reasons operate at a smaller scale and

encompass the intentions behind the use case and the

employees associated with the execution of a task (Mecacci

and Santoni de Sio 2020). For example, if HR has the

intention to conduct a fully neutral recruitment process but

cannot exclude that the IAS suffers from certain biases, HR

employees might use the proximal reason of ‘‘avoiding

harm to anyone’’ by circumventing the system’s recom-

mendation and applying their own expertise and knowl-

edge in a manual ranking process instead. Such reasons are

proximal because they can vary between employees and

use cases. This is an important distinction from distal

reasons, which are agreed upon on at a collective level;

they can be firm-wide (i.e., each IAS provider has specific

distal reasons for their products), society-wide, or even

global.

An IAS following Mecacci and Santoni de Sio’s (2020)

account would not necessarily track all relevant moral

reasons, but it would respond to relevant moral reasons if

warranted. In other words: It is up to the IAS providers and

operators to determine the relevant moral reasons – prox-

imal or distal – and how to handle them. For a recruitment

IAS, the provider might decide that ‘‘neutrality’’ is a core

value to which the IAS should be responsive to (i.e., distal

reason-responsiveness), while the operator decides whether

and how their employees can provide their own proximal

reasons (i.e., proximal reason-responsiveness), for exam-

ple, by allowing employees to inspect all applicants if they

find the recommendations unfair.

To create a system following these requirements,

Mecacci and Santoni de Sio (2020, p. 112) propose the

following design approach: ‘‘(i) respond to a proximal

reason IFF [if and only if] it does not conflict with a more

distal reason, and (ii) respond to the most proximal reason

allowed by (i).‘‘ This approach can also be perceived as a

first preliminary ethical theory that distributes responsi-

bility in an algorithmic setting. Specifically, and as part of

such an ethical theory, blame can be assigned in the fol-

lowing fashion: IAS providers can be blamed for choosing

inappropriate distal reasons to be inscribed into the IAS, or

for not allowing relevant proximal reasons to be aptly

considered in cases of conflict. IAS operators can be

blamed for selecting an IAS that makes use of inappro-

priate distal reasons, or distal reasons not aligned with

theirs, or if they do not execute on the proper proximal

reasons.

3 Developing a Theory of Reason-Responsiveness

for Intelligence Augmentation Systems

Key actors of our Theory of Reason-Responsiveness for

Intelligence Augmentation Systems (RRIAS) are providers

and operators of Intelligence Augmentation Systems who

control the reason-responsiveness of an IAS. To hold firms

morally responsible, RRIAS needs to show how firms that

develop/use IAS as standard software fulfil the third con-

dition of moral responsibility, i.e., how it exercises control

over the IAS. To achieve this, the following section will

provide the necessary arguments in two steps.

We first provide the model of our ethical theory and

argue how IAS providers and operators by implementing

reason-responsiveness through the use and design of sys-

tem features control the size of the resulting responsibility

gap, rendering them responsible. Second, we will provide

four scenarios that illustrate how the amount of control

varies between IAS providers and IAS operators and how

RRIAS can be used to distribute responsibility in these

scenarios. The Online-Appendix summarizes the defini-

tions of the core elements of RRIAS and provides an

example as an illustration for each.

3.1 Conceptual Model

Our conceptual model details the causal chain of actions,

from actors to a system’s reason-responsiveness, and

summarises how the RRIAS theory distributes moral

responsibility for providers and operators (Fig. 2).

The model includes IAS providers and operators as

actors. The provider develops and sells the IAS as standard

software; the operator purchases, configures, and uses it.

Each firm comprises a collective of employees fulfilling the

conditions for moral responsibility. As a firm, they each

have a collective responsibility for the development/sales

of the IAS (provider) and a collective responsibility for the

purchasing/use of the IAS (operator). The developed/used

IAS is at least partially autonomous, but employees always

make the final decision (i.e., either accept or reject an

IAS’s suggestions).

An IAS provider designs the system features of an IAS

which determine its distal reason-responsiveness and

enable its proximal reason-responsiveness. An IAS opera-

tor then uses the system features and determines its prox-

imal reason-responsiveness through use. Reason-

responsiveness (distal and proximal) ranges from high to

low and directly impacts the size of the resulting respon-

sibility gap. By designing and using system features, pro-

viders and operators execute control over the reason-

responsiveness of the IAS they use. The more actions are

executed without proper control, that is actions that are not

governed by either intentional proximal or distal reason-
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responsiveness, the larger the resulting responsibility gap.

The size of the responsibility gap is relevant because it

corresponds to the provider’s and operator’s responsibility.

As our discussion of moral responsibility has shown, the

deciding factor for moral responsibility (employee auton-

omy and agency assumed) is the amount of exercised

control. By controlling a system’s reason-responsiveness,

providers and operators can be blamed for failing to do so

properly.

It is important to note that both the design and use of the

system features are processes. The system’s features and its

reason-responsiveness influence each other. Some system

features might be designed and used without the provider’s

intent to influence its reason-responsiveness but might still

heavily affect it. Conversely, considerations about a sys-

tem’s reason-responsiveness might affect system features

and how they are implemented into the system. System

features and reason-responsiveness will change over time.

3.2 Distributing Responsibility with RRIAS

Using four scenarios, we detail how RRIAS enables the

distribution of responsibility between system provider and

operator. The scenarios are purposefully selected to illus-

trate and discuss cases of explicit misuse and inadequate

design at a corporate level and by outlining IAS operators

and providers’ influence in affecting distal and proximal

reason-responsiveness through design and usage decisions

at the feature level. Such misuse and inadequate design can

arise for many reasons and are not necessarily attributed to

bad faith. Providers might inadequately design an IAS

because markets demand quick development times that

require them to reduce testing cycles, or because the firm’s

guidelines and processes are not equipped for ethical

considerations. Operators might misuse IAS because they

might simply adopt usage guidelines and practices of a

previous system without accounting for the complexity of

the IAS, or because they fail to instruct employees on the

specificities of the IAS.

All four scenarios, detailed in the following, involve an

IAS operator that has recently purchased a recruitment IAS

(developed by the IAS provider) as standard software and

that applies augmented intelligence to screen job appli-

cants. The IAS collects all applications, assigns each

applicant a score, and filters the top 10% of applicants

sorted by score. The IAS is intended to be used only for

screening job applicants, not for the internal scoring of

employees or any other uses. Table 1 provides an overview

of the four scenarios, the adequacy of design and use, the

resulting reason-responsiveness, and responsibility gaps.

For the well-intentioned scenario, we assume that both

provider and operator have conducted their due diligence

and operate under the best of intentions. As such, the

provider will try to make the system highly responsive to

distal reasons and enable high reason-responsiveness

through the system’s features and configuration options

given to the operator. The operator will ensure high

proximal reason-responsiveness when using the system.

The hiring system thus would look as follows:

Well-intentioned: The IAS provider designs the IAS with

two additional features: If the best scored 10% of the

applicants are too similar (e.g., with cumulation of one

gender or educational background), the IAS issues a

warning and shows a decision tree detailing how

Proximal 
Reason-

Responsiveness

Distal Reason-
Responsiveness

low

low

high
IAS System 

Features

IAS-Provider

IAS-Operator

high

Provider Moral
Responsibility

determines

Operator Moral
Responsibility

design

use derive

derive

determines

Fig. 2 Conceptual RRIAS model
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parameters were weighed (warning feature). Further-

more, the provider provides three mechanisms if a

warning is shown between which the operator can

choose during implementation (choice feature): 1. The

warning is ignored and not displayed to employees. The

system outputs the score. 2. The scores are kept but the

threshold of applicants shown is lowered (from top 10%

to top 20%). 3. The scores are hidden from the

employees and all applicants are shown, and sorted

alphabetically. The operator decides to implement the

third mechanism, showing all applicants to employees.

In this scenario, the warning feature incorporates distal

reasons, namely that members of society should be treated

equally without any regard for parameters, such as gender

or race, and the system can be rendered transparent if the

need arises. However, by providing different implementa-

tion choices to the operator, the provider does not enforce

these reasons, but rather enables proximal reason-giving

through implementation and use. The operator decides to

which degree it wishes to implement proximal reason-re-

sponsiveness for its employees: not at all (ignore warn-

ings), to a certain extent (lower threshold) or fully (no

scores), subsequently deciding on a full implementation of

proximal reason-responsiveness. The resulting responsi-

bility gaps for both proximal and distal reason-respon-

siveness are small, the provider has incorporated distal

reason-responsiveness as well as enabled proximal reason-

responsiveness, while the operator ensures proximal rea-

son-responsiveness by enabling its employees to see all

applicants and use their expertise, or proximal reasons, to

decide on the outcome. Consequently, each firm’s collec-

tive responsibility is considerably reduced as the system is

designed and used with well-intentioned features. Ideally,

every IAS is built and used according to this well-inten-

tioned scenario: Providers implement distal reasons and

enable operators to provide proximal reasons, and the

operator enforces the use of proximal reasons amongst its

employees when using the system. The resulting respon-

sibility gap, assuming a continued well-intentioned design

and use, is small for both firms.

For the misuse scenario, we assume that the provider has

done its due diligence and built a system accordingly by

enabling distal and proximal reason-responsiveness. The

operator, however, uses the system for a purpose it was not

intended for:

Misuse: The IAS provider designs the IAS again with

both, the warning feature as well as the choice feature.

The operator makes use of the choice feature and decides

to ignore the warning feature and to always provide a

scoring to the employees, irrespective of whether the

system issues a warning or not, as this streamlined

approach allows for more standardized processes. Addi-

tionally, after using the system for screening job

applicants and due to its success in that task, the

operator decides to also use the system’s score as a

mandatory metric for internal career advancement

decisions.

The provider-induced responsibility gap in this scenario

is small because it has built a well-intentioned system and

thus has done what is in its power to reduce responsibility

by making the system responsive to distal reasons (equal-

ity, transparency) and by enabling proximal reason-re-

sponsiveness. The operator on the other hand has done little

to reduce the resulting responsibility gap. By not imple-

menting the warning feature, it does not give its employees

the possibility to provide their proximal reasons during use.

More gravely, by misusing the system, the operator cir-

cumvents the distal and proximal reason-responsiveness

provided by the system’s features. We cannot (and should

not) reasonably expect IAS providers to make their systems

reason-responsive to any possible scenario, but rather rea-

son-responsive for scenarios the system is intended for. By

misusing the system (i.e., not using it for its intended goal),

the operator is effectively using a system that is not reason-

responsive at all. Responsibility thus falls squarely on the

operator.

For the inadequate design scenario, we assume that the

provider has done little to reduce distal reason-respon-

siveness but enables proximal reason-responsiveness:

Table 1 Four scenarios

detailing the distribution of

responsibility according to

RRIAS

Scenario Design/use Reason-responsiveness Responsibility gap

Well-intentioned Well-intentioned design Distal: high Small for both

Well-intentioned use Proximal: high

Misuse Well-intentioned design Distal: high Larger for operator

Misuse Proximal: low

Inadequate design Inadequate design Distal: low Larger for provider

Well-intentioned use Proximal: high

Complete negligence Inadequate design Distal: low Large for both

Misuse Proximal: low
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Inadequate Design: After receiving the relevant data of

all applicants, the IAS issues a score for each entry.

Because several similar systems were recently released,

the provider is adamant to protect its proprietary scoring

algorithm. After some internal discussion, the provider

thus decides against incorporating the warning and

choice feature amidst fears that those features might

reveal crucial information about the inner workings of

the algorithm. The operator is consequently not given

any significant choices when implementing the algo-

rithm. Its employees do not have the possibility to

understand how the score was derived and what criteria

were used. The operator thus decides to only use the

recruitment system in a supporting function and for jobs

with many applicants.

In this scenario, the IAS is not reason-responsive. No

moral reasons (distal or proximal) were considered when

designing the system and its features. However, the oper-

ator was aware of that and tried to implement the system in

such a way that its lack of reason-responsiveness is offset

by how it is used. The resulting responsibility gap for the

provider is large, while it is small for the operator. Almost

all the responsibility lies with the IAS provider. Its design

choices for the system features did not incorporate distal

reasons, nor did it enable proximal reason-responsiveness

(or only by accident). If at all, the operator can only be

blamed for using the system. By making adequate imple-

mentation choices, it has done as much as possible to retain

a certain amount of control over the system.

For the complete negligence scenario, both provider and

operator do nothing to enhance the system’s proximal and

distal reason-responsiveness:

Complete Negligence: After receiving the relevant data

of all applicants, the IAS issues a score for each entry.

Because several similar systems were recently released,

the provider is adamant to protect its proprietary scoring

algorithm. After some internal discussion, the provider

thus decides against building the warning and choice

feature amidst fears that those features might reveal

crucial information about the inner workings of the

algorithm. The operator, although aware of these limi-

tations, decides to not make significant changes when

implementing the system as it deems the system’s

algorithm to be quite good. As part of standardization

efforts, it mandates its employees to rely on the choice of

applicants provided by the system.

In this scenario, the IAS is not reason-responsive. No

moral reasons (distal or proximal) were considered when

designing and using the system and its features. The

resulting responsibility gap for both provider and operator

are thus considerably large. The IAS provider is

responsible because its design choices for the system fea-

tures did not incorporate distal reason-responsiveness, nor

did it enable proximal reason-responsiveness (or only by

accident). The responsibility gap is just as large on the IAS

operator side. It is responsible for using a system that is not

reason-responsive as well as for the implementation choi-

ces of the IAS, which might have allowed at least a certain

degree of control.

4 Implications of RRIAS

4.1 Theoretical Contributions and Implications

IAS governance has received little attention despite the

current surge of research on IAS in general (Zhou et al.

2021). RRIAS provides the underpinning for the ethical

governance of IAS by allowing for the distribution of

responsibility between providers and operators in settings

where IAS are used as standard software. Our ethical the-

ory shows that the strategies of blame-shifting between

providers and operators are not ethically sound. RRIAS

shows that both firms have clear responsibilities to develop

and use IAS that account for distal and proximal reason-

responsiveness. As we have shown, the distribution of

responsibility is closely connected to the processes of

designing and using IAS. There is no universal solution to

the distribution of responsibility, therefore it should rather

be distributed on a case-by-case basis. As such, the delib-

erations of RRIAS can serve as a basis for more complex

cases, extending standard software use, such as multiple

firms designing and using an IAS, the involvement of

subsidiaries, etc. RRIAS also can serve as a basis for more

autonomous systems, such as fully autonomous decision-

making or other means of artificial intelligence systems.

We extend the literature on technological responsibility

gaps (or voids) (Collins 2019; Johnson 2006; Matthias

2004; Martin 2019a; Braham and VanHees 2011) in

numerous ways. We proposed a definition of technological

responsibility gaps, which has been lacking until now, and

we show how IAS operators and IAS providers influence

these gaps of responsibility. Our theory also allows for a

normative distribution of responsibilities between IAS

providers and operators. We thus improve the tangibility of

ethical research about responsibility for IAS providers and

operators. Our theory avoids the potential pitfalls when

theorizing about responsibility gaps as discussed by San-

tioni de Sio and Mecacci (2021): Our account links

responsibility to accountability and shows how one can

normatively theorize about a certain subset of responsi-

bility gaps. As such, our account is not fatalistic (too nar-

row), deflationistic (only focused on accountability), or

solutionistic (too focused on technology as a meaningful
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solution). Furthermore, our theory directly influences its

underlying theories, proposed by Santoni de Sio and Hoven

(2018) and Mecacci and Santoni de Sio (2020). We have

taken the concept of reason-responsiveness and employed

it as a determinant for the size of a responsibility gap while

arguing that IAS providers and operators control this aspect

independently of the IAS’s actual autonomy. We extend

the concept of meaningful human control and propose a

more tangible approach with regard to responsibility for the

design and use of IAS in a standard software setting.

Due to the normative nature of RRIAS, it advises what

actors ideally should do. In the ideal case, IAS providers

and operators would always act in accordance with the

well-intentioned scenario and would thus try to create IAS

with a high to very high reason-responsiveness to minimize

their responsibility. In the not-so-ideal case, namely if both

actors display complete negligence, they are to fully blame

for IAS development and use. In practice, it will probably

be much more common that firms encounter scenarios in a

grey area, such as our ‘‘inadequate design’’ or ‘‘misuse’’

scenarios, in which one firm fails to adhere to its respon-

sibilities as proposed by RRIAS. If we assume that the

provider or operator falls short of its responsibilities and

has no intent to change that, the normatively loaded

question remains as to what the other firm should do: How

should providers react if their IAS is misused? And how

should operators act if an IAS they are using, or wish to

use, is inadequately designed?

If providers build IASs with high reason-responsiveness,

they have done as much as they can directly in their power

and under their control. The brunt of misuse responsibility

lies with the operator. However, there are different forms

of misuse, and it makes a significant difference whether a

single employee circumvents certain IAS functionalities or

whether the IAS was sold to an operator that now uses it for

unintended purposes. In the first case, there really is not

much an IAS provider can or would do in practice.

Assuming the provider offers adequate documentation or

schooling to end users, its responsibility is very small

according to RRIAS. In the second case, the answer is not

as clear-cut. If the operator was clearly told what the IAS

does and for which areas it should be used, the provider is

generally not responsible for misuse. If the provider,

however, sells to malicious operators, it should be blamed

for that. Knowingly selling to an operator that will use the

IAS for purposes other than the ones intended decreases the

reason-responsiveness of the IAS. Thus, providers should

not only build their IASs as reason-responsive as possible

but they should also clearly communicate to operators the

boundaries of the IAS. The responsibilities of operators are

slightly different. Generally, operators are responsible for

what IAS they use and how they use it. Ideally, operators

never make use of inadequately designed IAS. It is thus

vital for operators to ensure that an IAS is built for their

specific use case as well as that they vet any IAS they use

for potential issues before they are used in production

environments. There might be cases in which operators

have no choice but to use a specific IAS even though they

are aware of its issues, for example, due to regulatory

requirements or legacy issues. In these cases, operators

need to adapt their use case to the shortcomings of the IAS;

their users should be informed about the IAS’s issues and

its use should be guided by clear boundaries and guidelines

to minimize the potential of issues arising due to the IAS’s

inadequate design. As long as the use of an IAS is a free

choice made by operators, they are always partially

responsible for the use of an IAS.

4.2 Practical Implications

Our theory allows both IAS providers and operators to

determine to which degree they are responsible. RRIAS

enables actions at a firm-level to reduce responsibility gaps

and to ameliorate the reason-responsiveness of developed/

used systems. It is important to note that moral responsi-

bility cannot be ‘‘contracted away,’’ only liability can.

Therefore, IAS providers and operators need to establish

means of governance at the level of explicit morality.

RRIAS provides justifications to establish, for example,

accountability mechanisms. Vance et al. (2015) define (the

organizational form of) accountability as the process of

explaining one’s action to another party who ‘‘has the right

to pass judgment on those actions and to administer

potential positive or negative consequences in response to

them’’ (Vance et al. 2015, p. 347). These accountability

mechanisms are a key element of many relationships

between employees and managers (Vance et al. 2013) and

thus also a key form of organisational governance. We

understand the distribution of responsibility between pro-

vider and operator as both a requirement as well as a

normative justification to establish such mechanisms and

processes of accountability (Ananny and Crawford 2016;

Martin 2019b).

Research on how algorithms support human-in-the-loop

configurations (Grønsund and Aanestad 2020) and the tri-

ple-loop design approach (Seidel et al. 2018) highlight the

important role of design for the ethical ramifications of

IAS. Our egalitarian model proposes a continuum between

IAS providers and IAS operators: The more providers grant

control to operators, the more responsibility the operators

will have. Furthermore, biases as a central issue of

increasing algorithmic and autonomous system use

(Kordzadeh and Ghasemaghaei 2021) can be minimized by

adhering to RRIAS. Design choices particularly affect IAS

providers in high-stake scenarios where potential harms of

IAS use are more severe. We hold that all design processes
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should consider the resulting design’s ethical ramifications,

especially for IAS. These general responsibilities also

extend to how IAS providers communicate with operators

via system interfaces. The providers should inform opera-

tors of the IAS’s underlying functionality and scope such

that the operators can make informed choices about whe-

ther an IAS with a particular reason-responsiveness is

appropriate for from their planned usage, and if so, how

they wish to implement proximal reason-responsiveness.

This will impact retail and marketing processes, which

consider the ethical ramifications of IAS. IAS operators are

also directly targeted by RRIAS. They can ensure more

streamlined processes if they decide to use IAS that are

more reason-responsive. Our theory also shows that firms

should strive to work closely with IAS providers to reduce

responsibility gaps. We furthermore hold that IAS opera-

tors should lead the charge in taking responsibility for the

IAS they use and for the responsibility issues those IAS

pose.

Due to the normative orientation of our theory, it is

particularly suitable to inform regulatory and judicial

practices. Professional codes of ethics for IAS providers

should consider RRIAS and the responsibilities of IAS

providers and operators as guidance on moral responsibil-

ity. Lawmakers can be guided by the insights that large

amounts of responsibility lie with (or are greatly influenced

by) the IAS providers, and that regulations on the devel-

opment of IAS might be of the most practical value.

Notably, these responsibilities are moral responsibilities,

not legal ones. Laws, consequently, could use these moral

responsibilities as building blocks to be transformed into

law. Based on RRIAS, it should rather be IAS operators

than IAS providers who could be held accountable to use

IAS that are reason-responsive and that enable employees

to provide their proximal reasons to the IAS.

5 Limitations

First, since RRIAS is normative in nature and an ethical

theory on the third level of normativity, it cannot directly

be empirically verified or falsified; only counterarguments

or impracticality can surpass it. Furthermore, our theory is

limited due to its specific applicability to IAS as standard

software. While RRIAS is able to cover IAS with different

levels of partial autonomy, we stretch the borders of the

applicability when it comes to IAS that have either no

autonomy or that are fully autonomous. And despite recent

advancements in artificial intelligence, a major share of IS

used in firms nowadays fall in the category of IAS, there-

fore deploying a large impact across industries. Second,

RRIAS is also limited based on its use case of standard

software, expressed by the relationship between provider

and operator. Other kinds of operator-provider relation-

ships, especially more involved forms, are thus not covered

by it. Further research should try to expand and/or adapt

RRIAS to other use cases such as in-house development

and more tight-knight operator provider relationships.

Third, by distributing responsibility at a collective level,

the individual responsibility of actors within these two

firms is not explicitly covered. Future research should

therefore expand our theory to other business relationships

(e.g., freelancers, outsourcing) and responsibility at the

individual sublevel, for example, settings where the IAS

operator is involved in the development of the IAS, where

IAS provider and operator collectives work within the

same firm, or where specific employees misuse or inade-

quately design the system.
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